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Munday, October 24, 1966

NEW .MEXICO LOBO

Lobo-BYU Game

a

By JEFF DENNARD
thought it was a game of touch:
Neither the Orioles nor the Cou· gars made any mistakes in the
It was the biggest mismatch if so, bring on the Pikes.
since Wilkie took on FDR, it was
Talking about the Dodgers, game. Both came up with the
the biggest television flop since they should take on the Lobes in big bomb 1!-~ just t:he right time
The Judy Garland Show ~ or a game of the te!lmS with the and both choked off the few op•
maybe it will premier next sea- non-existent offense. The Dodg- portunities of the opposition with
son as the top of the comedy ers failed to score for thirty- big defensivll plays. The only
shows.
three innings in the four-game difference is that the Birds had
The comedy was anything l:n,It series. The Wolfpack has shown a new face on the scene in Frank
divine, it was rather a comedy of about the same offensive potency !Wbint>on al).d the ·Cougars had
errors. Willie Davis of the Dodg- in their last four games, scoring the same team 1!-S la!!t year. They
ers was thought to be in a class four TDs. At least when things didn't need the help. Quarterback
by himself following the second started going bad for the boys Virgil Car,ter suplied the home
game of the World Series. Not from LA they tried to change run ball in much the same way
true. On one kickoff the two deep tactics by swinging for the as the Oriole right fielder,
Lobos played like Fairly and Da· fences. The Lobos hang on to
Oh well, the Dodger first basevis in the "you take it, no you their same offense as though they
take it" play on a long hit that were afraid someone was going
dropped. So did the kick!
to steal it. Not much to worry
about there-who's want it?
Mental Lapses
The infamous Dodgers commitThe defense seemed to have
the same mental lapses that have ted six errors in the second game
·hurt all year only this time the to set a Series record. The Lobos
lapses were of a different nature. made that many errors in the
Come in and select your Christmas
This game the Lobos thought the third quarter. Too bad the conCards from our outstanding albums.
rules had changed and no tack- ference doesn't keep track in that
Personal attention given every order.
ling was allowed. Witness a 32- department; the Lobos would be
Our store offers the largest selection
headliners.
yard touchdown run by a BYU
of Hallmark Cards in this area.
player who was touched (not to
Big Bomb
GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
be confused with hit or tackled)
Brigham Young played the
by no less than six UNM players. same type of game that Balti3501 lomas NE
255-4989
Apparently the boys on defense more came Up with in the Series.

man offers the excuse that the
team was tired after a tough pennant race. Maybe the Lobos were
tired from prllctice. At least we
don't hear any excuses from the
Wolfpack.
Read the Want Ads
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Wolfpock Drops
Fourth to BYU
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(Continued from page 1)
times. The rest of the half was
uneventful and the score was still
12-0 when the gun sounded.
In the third quarter the Lobos
got a taste of what Poland got in
the blitzkrieg as the Cougars hit
for two TDs before the period
was even five minutes old. The
first score was on a 32 yard run
by Rodrique. The run was the
third play in a drive that took
but three plays and covered 67
yards. The second score was on a
one yard run by Ogden after Carter and Ogden had set it up with
long runs.
The Lobos finally got on the
scoreboard on a 39-yard series
after a short punt by BYU. BYU
replied with another score of their
own as Carter rolled for eight
yards with 8:45 remaining in the
game. The W olfpack threatened
once more in the game but Beitler was stopped short and the
Lobos lost their last chance.
The two teams battled each
other on even terms for the rest
of the quarter and it ended with
the score BYU 25--UNM 0.
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By CHUCK LANIER
ca1.1se of a deficiency in the EngThe New Mexico G.I. Forum lish Language. But the report
and othe1· concerned groups are asks if the deficiency continues for
planning to picket the annual the nine grades of the school sysNew Mexico Education Associa- em and thus the reason for segretion convention which starts today gation.
at UNM, a spokesman told the
Call for End of Funds
LOBO last night.
Letters asking for an investigaThe protest is to be the result tion have been written to the
of alleged segregation of Mexi- Civil Rights Commission in Washcan-Ame1·ican students and Anglo ington, D.C. and Health, Educastudents in Loving, New Mexico. tion and Welfare Secretary John
The G.I. Forurp. is seeking an e1.1d iG!'Iidner. Letters have also been
to federal aid !ll:iven the commun- \l;e11t to ·the New Mexico . State
ity and hopes that the protest will l~chool Superintendent calling for
result in New Mexico teachers · ~n: end of state funds to Loving
joining in condemnati911 of the al- 1.1ntil the present practice of segleged segregation.
r.egation is halted.
Condemnation of the Loving
The report being circulated re· schools stems from a report which ports that the Loving School Sustates that students, 80 per cent perintendent said that placing
which arc M:cxican-Amel'ican, are Anglos and Mexican-Americans
divided into three sections for together would cause discipline
each grade level. In the upper problems. The G.I. Forum alleges
level, according to the report, all that this in violation of federal
are Anglo chlidren and a few law and therefore federal aid
"Mexican-American"
children, should be stopped.
To Meet Tonight
usually about five.
Prefirst Required
The G.I. Forum and other
The report, circulated by those groups ~re to hold a planning
seeking an investigation .. of the J1leeting. tonight in preparation of
Loving school system, alleges that the demonafP.,-,ation. The meeting is
in the other two levels are only to be held in the UNM Center for
Mexican-American children and Community Action.
no Anglos. The report continues
The Forum claims to have conthat all Mexican-Americans must clusive evidence that segregation
complete a year of "prefirst" be- practices have been in existence in
Loving schools for more than
fore entering the first grade.
·
The Loving School Superintend- thirty years.
ent, according to the report,
The Loving Superintendent of
stated that this is necessary be- Schools stated that an investigation was conducted by the State
Senate Meeting
Department of Education because
of similar accusations. He stated
that the investigation revealed no
segregation .
Members Sent to Loving
]\{embers of the team sent to
Loving to hold the investigation
Students will have a chance to have also stated that they could
confront U nivet·sity officials about find no purposeful segregation exthe parking situation at a meet- cept that based on language probing next Tuesday at 2:30 in the lems.
Union Council Room.
Officials of the New Mexico G.I,
The Student Senat1~ Ad Ht>e For•:un :Jtatc that this coul<l be
Committee on Parking will bold true in the first tliree years but
an open session for students to shouldn't be true for the remainexpress complaints and construc- ing grades.
tive suggestions on the parking
The report, which is to be circuproblem. Dr. Sherman Smith, Ad- lated to teachers at the Nl\IEA
ministrative Vice President, Van convention, ends by asking all
Doren Hooker, UNM architect, New Mexico teachers to press for
1md a representative of the UNJ\1 an end to segregation which splits
police have been asked to appear. the Mexican-Americans from the
"We are trying to find out what Anglos in many parts of the state.
can be done in the future." Senator Steven van Dresser said of the
committee's investigation.
Van Dresser said that the new
parking lots on the north end of
the campus have solved many of
the students' complaints about
parking. There is room for about
650 cars in the new lots.
·
One student said of the new
By TOM GARCIA
lost, "Yeah there is lots of room
A group of UNM students who
but who wants to hike in from
are against the war in VietNam
left field to go to class?"
Van Dresser invited all students will apply for a charter through
interested in the parking situa- Student Government. The group,
under the leadership of Roy
tion to attend the meeting.
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Parking Situation
To Be Discussed

KATHY BALL, Homecoming Election Committee member, is shown here demunstrating the new voting machine to be used in this year's Homecoming Queen eJections. An elections story on page two
of this issue of the LOBO explains s11me of the important rules of elections procedure which must be
followed this year. The new machines are expected to end almost all voting controversies which have
cropped up in the past elections. (LOBO photo by Pawley)

Dean Withholds Comment

Anti- War Group Asks for Charter

Listen to KUNM

90.1 Mcs.

WANT ADS

LOBO
Football Contest
.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES•

4 line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. In•eruOne
m..~ be eubmltted b:r noon on da:r before
~ub6catf!>n to Room 169, Student Publica-

-~· .,

tions Buddi~. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. SpecW
rates "! UNM students on aU machin....
Free PickUp & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.

I

WIN TlCKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER
Utah
Colorado St.
Wyoming
Arizona
BYU
E. New Mexicof---N.M. St.
Kansas St.
Kansas
Total points New Mexico vs. Utah

New Mexico

2000 A. D. is just around the corner.

FOR SALE
196S HONDA, 65 c.c., like new, $200 with
helmet. Call 299-4192. 10/20·26.
TUXEDO, "Mter.Six," purchased from
Strombe}'g's, _worn twice, complete with
accessoru,.. $65.00, . Second tuxedo included free. Call 298-1975. 10/21, 24, 26,
HI-FI system complete. $100. Heathkit FM
tuner, pre-amplifier, 55 watt, and speak·
cr cabinet with . tweeter, mid-range
woofer speakers. CaD Lt. Morgan, 2642088, 10/21, 24, 26, 31.
'57 CORVETTE (301 rebuilt moto,; cam
solid lifters, new top, new brak:S and
other equipment. $800. CaU Pan Dennisson, 277-4181 or 277-4406. 10/21, 24.
HELP WANTED
----

Where do you figure you'll be then?
Come the year 2000, you'll be about
to retire, for one thing. Will you look
back on your career with satisfaction? Or with second thoughts? It'll
depend a lot on how you begin your
career. And where.
At G.E. you get off to a fast start.
Big responsibilities come early.
You may find yourself at Cape

IS l/out wife bus:r? Can she quallfy as a
~retap-? If so, have her contact us
JmmedJately. Excel.lent salary .and workmg hours. Call Barnhill Associates. Mrs.
Sears, .1!65-7766. 10/1'7-26.
PERSONALS
DANCEl with conlldenoe. New class!!s be-

Kennedy, checking out the Apollo
moon shot. In India, ,!!]'stalling a nuclear power plant. Or in a laboratory, looking for applications for a
new silicone membrane that lets .a
submerged man breathe oxygen directly from the water around him.
This is a worldwide company
that's helping to change the world.

~'

And that's changing with it.~ Well
over half of the 250,000 products
G~neral Electric makes today didn't
extst ten years ago!
If you think you have what it lakes
to play a. key role in one,ot11 ttlft,Jmportant f1elds of your time, ,,talk 10 .
the man from General Electric.
We'll make our first 2000 together.

Contest rul""
l. Contest is open to UNM students onlY.
2. Only ONE entry will be noccpt.e<l from each cont<!Stant and Every game
must be i>k1<cd.
o
3. COntestants must pick toW poi~nts on UNM gam~ ..and in case at n tie
Ole contcstnnt. ~oming -elosest wa11 be d~larcd t.he wmner.
4. EntrieJ mll8t be received at the r.obo office by 6 p.m. Friday.
t;_ : !o member or St.ud~nt l,ubli('ationl'l is eligible !or prizes~
6. Winner will J"Cct!ivc tour ticlt~ts for the tooll,aU Sl~ason to Don Pnndw•s

Theater.
'7. Entries will be judr:ed by the Loht> sporls •lnfr.
s. In case at tics lbc prlt.cs· wm be divided nmonJt the winntnt.

GENERAL

ginning soon. YoU're only Steps away

from fun and popularity. Special ar-

rangements for organizations. Can now
• •• V. Meunier, 296-2223. 10/19-26.
GmLS, If you can't stand the shape
You're· in-mentai.Jy- we mean, shape up
and ~how him YOU're In the know. Easy,
ll'enbon KHFM and that :vou can get
happy blrlhda:r Beethoven" bumper
atlckero by stopping by the station.

e

ELECTRIC

NAME
ADDRESS
PilONE

•

•

Swanson, UNM student, hopes to
become a University recognized
organization.
Mr. Swanson said that the desire for a group organization of
this type has come as a result of
a raising concern of students
across the country about the war
in Viet Nam. He said that it is
time for UNM students to become a part of the great whelming force.
Draining Powers
"There is a war raging halfway around the world that is
draining America of its manpower
and destroying the conscience of
the American people/' said Swanson.
"The reason," he said, "why a
UNM student should concern himself with these facts is because
if the war follows its present
course there is a good possibility
that he will be among these statistics.''
"I don't care what President
Johnson says, we are not winning
the war in Viet Nam;'' said Swanson. (See Letter to the Editor)
Dean Has No Comment
When confronted with the ctuestion of what he thought of this
Jll'oposed group Dean Lavender,
dean of students, said he had no
official comment. In a LOBO interview last night, Dean Lavender
said that he was not too familiar
with the group.
He had not even heard rumors
as to the organization of such a
group. He snid that the chartering committee gives -special instructions ns to the chartering

procedure and not until the committee of students have acted on
the bill will he take ·action on it.
"1 will not judge the group or react until something has come before my desk," he said.
Should Be Granted
Rick Bolten, attorney general of
student senate, in charge of chartering, said that as far as he was
concerned he saw no reason why
the group should not be granted
a charter. He said that he was
not particulary against any kind

of group, no matter what they advocated.
All that he is concerned with is
whether or not the group meets
the requirements as stipulated in
Bill 29 of the chartering proce;.~
dure. If the group has enougli
ASUNM paid members and the
chartering committee recognizes
the legality of their constitution,
there is no reason why the group
should not be successful in acquiring a charter through student
government.

48 VC Dead in Raid;
l-lelicopt:er Is Downed
By United Press International
SAIGON - U. S. infantrymen,
canied by helicopter, pounced on
a communist force about 100 miles
east of Saigon today. In a running, two-hour battle through rice
paddies and mm•shes, the Americans ldlled 48 of the enemy. One
helecopter was shot down and
two crewmen were injured. When
the infantrymen stopped the
enemy, the communists ran, but
U. s. air strikes cut off their
escape routes. Remnants later
escaped into the hills.
British Freeze Wages
LONDON A compulsory
freeze on wages and prices has
been given final approval by the
British Parliament. The House of

Commons vited 307 to 239 to make
the freeze compulsory. The House
of Lords voted 20 to 10. Th!; .
freeze will last at least until next.,
August.
French Change Policy
PARIS - Financial sources in
Paris say France wm convert
fewer dollars into American Gold
in the future. The new policy is
said to reflect the mounting deli· ·
cit of the French balance of payments. For the first time in two
years, France registered a foreign
trade deficit in September. The
amount was 129-million dollars.
GM Earnings Drop
NEW YORK CITY - General
Motors Corp. has revealed that
Continued onPage 12
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Fran Monf . Eton

Julie Archuleta

Betty Canoyer

Marilyn Nylund

October 26, 1966

Mary Ann Frye

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Election Issue

U. Pharmacy Dean Moderates Panel

Bond Based

A panel discussion on ''The Impact of Medicare on Pharmacy"
Wl\S moderated by Elmon Cataline,
dean of the UNM College of Pharmacy, at a district meeting last
week of the American Colleges of

New Mexico's fh•st long-range
bond issue proposal~which will
go to the voters Nov. 8-is based
on the expanding needs of the
state-assi:>ted colleges and universities. Bond revenues will be
divided among the institutions
on the basis of their capacity in
ratio to theh· enrollment totals,
the State Board of Educational
Finance says.
The institutions have been at
work for several months inventorying available instructional
space and projecting their needs
for the years ahead within a
format cr~Jated by the BEF for
this purpose.
Ratio Formula
The capacity-enrollment ratio
rormula, agreed upon by the colleges and the BEF as the basis
for distribution, applies to 85
per cent of the bond income. By

Society Presents
Unpublished Tapes
"Some Sounds We Have Not
Heard" (unpublished tapes from
Europe) will be presented at the
American Society for Aesthetics
national meeting in Santa Fe,
Oct. 26 through 30.
Other presentations include
"Room at the Top of the 18th
Centurl'," "From Sin to the Aes·
thetic Pleasure," and "Bad Taste
and Bad Art."

•

Page 3

on

further agreement, the 85 per
cent to be distributed unde~· the
formula can be used only for
instructional, library, and re•
search faqilities, narrowly defined.
So narrow is the definition, in
fact, that this part of the money
m!ly not be used for administrative offices or physicl:ll plant
facilities. Fol' these, the BEF
says, the institutions will have
to ~·ely on the remaining 15 per
cent of the money-the use of
which is discretionary with the
BEF-or other resources.
Target Set
Target enrollment - capacity
ratios hllve been set for the colleges and universities.
If, at any point during the
next ten years in which the bonds
will be issued, an institution has
a capacity-enrollment 1·atio higher than the target rlltio, it will
receive no funds at that time
from that part of the bond issue
covered by the formula.
Not Automatic
The bonds will be issued at
two-year intervals, in varying
amounts from $6 million to $10
million, to a total of $42.5 million
at the end of the ten-year period.
The capacity-enrollmflnt 1·atios
will be reviewed each two years.

Needs
The bonds do not have to be
to the schedule.
In the event of an economic
l'ecession or if the college· enrollments fall markedly below P1'0jections, the state may issue a
lower volume of bonds than the
schedule Cl\lls for.
Under the proposal, the fh·st
issue of $6 million is scheduled
for 1967.

Cl-:--
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Centr~l

GROUP BALLROOM DANCE LESSONS TO
BEGIN SOON- 1st WEEK OF NOVEMBER.
Call 296-2223 for porticult1rs.

SOCIAL GROUPS MAY ARRANGE SPECIAL
SESSIONS AT THEIR CONVENIENCE.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
'liOO

YOU MAY NOT BE ABLE TO PRONOUNCE
MEUNIER - BUT YOU CAN LEARN TO DANCE
LET VINCE MEUNIER SHOW YOU THE WAY
TO FUN AND POPULARITY!

. 'I'~

j

1 ,:\

Pharmacy in Palo Alto, Calif,
Dt'. Kenneth H, Stahl, pt•ofessor
of pharmaceutical chemistry and
pharmacognosy l\t UNM, also attended thfl meeting.
Read the Want Ads

E., All>pquerque, New Mexico :
P~one 242·0094

DON'T WAIT - CALL NOW

Your Texaco Star Dealer

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS COMPANY
Will Be Interviewing B.S. & M.S. Chemical Engineers
ON

NOv. 291 1966

For work in: Process and Product Research and Development, Engineering Research t1nd Development, Engineering, Technical Service,
Chemical Manufacturing, Construction, Process Control, Computer
Activities, Process & Product Marketing, and Market Research and
Economics.

Sign Up For Interviews at the Placement Office

Recreation Class

Jo Garcia

Michael Nieves

Vicki Dickinson

Kay Nation

Hilda Steven

The social recreation class
under the supervision fo Mrs.
Charolette Piper will hold a party
for members of the Health, Recreation and Physical Education Association of New Mexico. The
event will be held Tuesday, Oct.
27, at 4 p.m. in Johnson Gym.

Cargo to Speak
'.I'he Coronado Cultural Committee is presenting David Cargo in
a speech on Nov. 1 at 7 p.m., in
the .Union Ballroom .

.

w

Ginia Arp

Bobbye Brown

Carol Roth

Karen Cantrell

Cheryl Fossum

Dee Sirwinski

Judy Cummings

Leslie Auld

Cissy King

Linka Corbin

Even When She Answers, He Still Gets the Busy Signal.
DEAR REB:
Lately, every time I call my girl, she's either "not in" or "not interested." Last week I called her 23 times and couldn't even moke a
coffee date. The trouble started when she started doting a guy
who owns a Dodge Coronet. Now she goes to parties with him,
dances, football games, etc. Do you think I should coli her again,
or should I forget her and break her heart?
BAD CONNECTIONS

A chemistry major
named Bleaker
Drank his Colt 45
from a beaker.
He said, "It's more fun!
It holds two cans, not one.
As an experience •••
it's even uniquer."

DEAR BAD CONNECTIONS:
I think your next call should be to your Dodge Dealer. Then make
a date to see the '67 Coronet, the car that's breaking hearts all
over America. You'll flnd that its good looks are pretty hard to
resist. Now, before you break your girl's heart, give her another
break. Ask her to go for a ride in your new Coronet. I think she'll
get the signal.

~'!?RB~O~y ~~ Tho~~~~,~~~on !:.~~ ~~ :m:~~ t'?!?. st~ !~

A virtu~lly foolproof election released; however I until the next
The !ayout. of the machine will
system. has' .been inagurated for day, Nov. 1•
mhakel.d Itb obvwtusbhtow th ~ ~otets
s ou
fe ~as 1 . u t' to. e mnn~te
this year's Homecoming Queen
Two Items Emphasized
•
. 'd .
.
any con us10n, e1ec Ions comm1 elections, sat John Bannerman,
Bannerman emphasize~ two im- tee is ostin students to aid
chairman of the Election Com· portant items concerning election voters P
g
Tuesday
. p..o..edure·. first, vote·rs ""n vot"
·
•
• "
'"'
"
Ad
t .
D
• ed
Fifteen unusual voting ma~ for only threeccandadates; second, .
van ages escrJb
.
chines have been bottowed from the three ~otes must include a . ·:r'he .advantage of.•thes~ mathe A.lbuquerqu.e Public Schools to first, second/and third choice. In· ch.1~es \$ that no wrttmg mstru· ·vo t'e s houtd 111
· d'teat e m. e·nt IS
' us"d
•
t• · th e ba 11ot ·
be used .Mon.day, 0 ~ t , 31 , th
· e day oth er wordsa
" m cas wg
of the Queen elections. The ma- the following: #1 choice, Miss X; A metal pin pierces the card and
chines are manufactured by IBM, #2 choice, Miss Y, #3 choice, all controversy concerning V<ltes
and the results can be determined Miss Z. Any deviati<ln from this is virtually ended. .Bannerman
•• ,... ., ~~~e.e. Ni»ptes .~~~~r ~~~ .h,a~t ,vote procedure will .result f~....t!J.e..-,!~7. "" nl:\ld•rMtat tpe Usefl ()f -these ma• •

1

can be adapted to any. type elec- Delta.
tion. Bannerman suggested that
Nomination Improvements Noted
the student body purchase some
The election committee·· also
.
.
•
mm n~~d 0· . th" 1• · pr" .. en·t
of these machmes because ot their co . e. w
n • " . m vv.,m
versatility.
of .candtdate nomm~tion procedure
H.·.
•
·t· t
.
this. year. The candtdates were not
omccommg comm1 ee a 1sore- · u· d ·t0 "" .
. . .. . th'1
leased the parade float en.tr11n~s req tre . '. nave sponsors
~
last night at their meeting. ~ll- 'fe,ar '!lnd .th~r result. was the ap
tries hav!! been made by Na""'' ··P
of
entthrica . Whll.wetrle
1altu:attol).
·
•
.
•
.,
·
er
narroweu
to
y
ROTC, Mesa V1sta dorm1tory1 •
tin . f· h eQ20 ·cutten
1 . 'tl .
City Residents Council, Little · comp~ ?':or t e . ue.erl 8 tJ e.
Sisters of Minerva Americtm As-: Th~ qUiihty of the candJdates has
sociatiort of Engineers 1 Kappa · ·noticeably increased because o£
Gamnm;:~Baptist Sto.dl!rtt 1'Jniotf, '""this change, the committee anid,

69.·

Here's the heartbreaker ... '67 Dodge Coronet 500. A campus favorite with its great new looks, ride,
· and list of extras that are standard. like bucket seats with either a companion seat in the middle or a
center console. Plush carpeting. Padded instrument panel. Padded sun visors. Seat belts, front and
r~at. A choice of Six or VB models. And lots more. So get with '67 Dodge Coronet and get busy.
•,

A completely
unique experience

...

,

DODGE PIVISlON

·~CHRYSLER
~ MOTORS CORPORATID!4

..

®SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION ,
THE NATIONAL BREWING CO., SALT., MD.

.c

"'

...

....... _.•·

.....

_.,_ '="0.~---w~ ..
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Publishc!l Mo!Jd"r• W"'ln<!lldo:v, Tl!ursda;r 1111!1 I•'rjday of the regular University year IW the
Student Publications Ilo!'rd of the .1\ssociatcd Sttldcu\ll of the University of New Mexico,
~ccond clnf.s ~t~gc_ pp.nl at AlbunucrqutJ, New Me!"ico.. Print~tl by the Univ~r~it:.~ l.,riut-·
mg P!nnt. Subscr•ptoon rntc: $4.5.~ for the· •chool year, vayablc in adv;wcc. .1\11 c<litorials
nnd smnep cqlurnn~ ~xprcss the vmws of the wr.iter· and UQt oecess.ariJy th~(· o( the Stu·
dent.PublocatJons lloard or of the University,
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LOBO'S POSITION CLARIFIED

THE LOBO wishes to correct several misunderstandings
that arose from a recent editorial expressing support for
the war in Viet Nam.
When we stated that the National Liberation Front was
"reactivated" in 1960 and that it existed as a nationalist organization since World War Two we meant that the National
Liberation Front and the Viet Minh are actually one and the
same.
Also, the LOBO's endorsement of the pl'esent war didn't
mean to preclude possible settlement by negotiation.
We feel that the United States has made it quite evident
that it is willing to bargain for peace. In the long run, a
"peace won by diplomacy is apt to endure as long as one won
by any army.
BUT THE WAR must be prosecuted now in order to give
the United States and South VietNam something with which
to bargain. Presently, the communists say they are not willing to talk until the United States stops its bombing of the
North and until all allied troops are withdrawn from he
country. This is a ridiculous demand. If it were met, the
country of South Viet Nam would be laid open to a complete
communist takeover while at some far away "Panmunjom"
the negotiations would be purposely dragged on until the
rape of the South was complete,
The present allied involvement in Viet Nam must have the
singular design of showing the North Vietnamese that their
""attempts to conquor the South through political subversion,
error, and guerilla warfare are futile.
When the communists forces are broken, when the terrorists and the assasins are supressed, when the price in loss
of men, money, and materials becomes too great a price for
them to pay, the allies will have won. They will not have
won a war, but an opportunity to win by negotiating differences with an enemy who would also rather negotiate than,,
fight.
THE LOBO supports the war in Viet Nam because we are
convinced that the United States has one arm extended :for
Peace.
~Jim Jansson

~4r

''The main thing we have against tlte war is the facti that we
may have to go!'

APhi 0'sAre Named
National Pacesetter

----------------------------------~-----LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Hditor's Note: Elfective
with the I,onO's next issue,
letter:; which are lonA'er than
250 words which do not have
the writer':; name, address, and
tt'lephone number included will
not be published.}

WANTS TO FORM GHOUl~
Dear Sir;
The1'e is a war raging halfway
around the world that is draining
A1neriea of its manpower and destroying the conscience of the
American people. Each day we
travel to and from school or work
unawm·e of the fact that 36 million more dollars bas been spent
to kill as many as 300 Communists (depending on the daily
kill-count).
It has been estimated by 'l'he
New York Times that between 8
and 10 civilians die for each Communist killed in Viet Nam. The
government puts the total number
of Communists killed since the
wa~· began at 34,000. That means
at least 250,000 non-military people have been killed to date.
In a period covering from JaJl.
1, 1961 until Sept. 24, 1966, 54()1
Americ:m .. soldiers .. were.. killed;
there hm·e been 644 non-combat·
ant deaths, 3(),240 wounded and
396 captured for a casualty toll of
36,681 GI's. As our troov commitment increases and the fightinv; is
taken OYer more and more by
Ameriean troops, the number of
Gl's dying in Viet Nam will increase proportionately.
Why should a UNM student
concern himself with these facts '1
Because if the war follows its
p1·esent course there is a good possibility that he will be among
these statistic:'S. I don't care what
President Johnson says, we are
nut winning the war in Viet Nam.
As we pour more and more troops
into Southeast Asia we are pushing Communist China further
toward her commitment to North
Viet Nam. The only way the U.S.
can defeat China is with nuclear
weapons.
The Chinese have an armed militia of 200 million men-more
people armed to fight then we
have in this whole country-and
a third of our fighting force, 350,000 men, are fought to an absolute standstill by a tiny little nation of 14 million halfway around
the world who are 80 per cent
farmers.
Does that frighten you? I think
about it all day long. And if we
finally use nuclear weapons (the
possibility is great), then we will
aU lose as the holocaust starts.
Go up to Sandia Crest some time
and take a look out across the
world and realize that the Russians have a bomb that can. obliterate all of what you are able to
see. Will they be the maniacs because they retaliate? What other
choice will we leave them'!
Do I sound like an alarmist'!
These are the facts. rm alarmed.
The hysteria is mounting toward
a confrontation with China. In
order to fight a nation of 700 million the government will have to
mobilize every man, woman and
child in this country. And if we
are going to go and fight and kill
and die or wait here :for a great
wave of foreign troops to wash
over us in a tidal wave of fiinal
insanity, we had better know the
reason why this all came about,
and that's tiad up with the U.S.'s
original involvament in Viet Nam.
If you are for or against the
U.S. invo11'ement in Viet Nam
that commitment has to be oil the
basis. of knowledge concerning
that involvement.
There is a ~reat force being
generated, whelming Up out of the
concern nf students across the
country about the war in Viet
Nam. It is time for UNM students
to become a part o£ that. force.
Voices must be raised in protest
because to remain silent is to give
a vote of confidence to the administration.
I invite all students to join me
in the lounge of the Unioi'l this
afteri'loon at 3:30 p.m. to discuss
the information of UNM students
against the war in Viet Nam.
Roy Swanson

CLAUWICATION :MADE
Dear Ed ito~·:
J~1st as the opinions of some
stttdents do not ~·epresent the
views of the entire student body,
the views of some SDS members
do not l'eprcsent the view of SDS
as a whole. I an1 among many of
tls in the gl'ollP who disagree
completely with the position that
editorials should reflect the views
of the entire student body. I
disagree for the same reasons
you do. Obviously, if there were
no disagreement on issues, there
could be no editorials at all.
Don't make the mistake you
claim we did by misconstruing
statements you dissent with. Our
challenge to the LOBO is to debate the war in VietNam, not to
belabor the newspapel·'s l'ight to
publh;h its opinions.
Mal'Y Ann Kochanski
DEFENDS LIBRARY
Dear Editor:
A recommendation to increase
secul'ity measures was submitted
last spring to the library staff, as
one of several suggestions, by a
student group, the Graduate Student Council. The checking procedure followed at the turnstiles
is not unusual, it was instituted
with a fundamental concern in
view-the protection of the library's collection.
The library is expected to meet
the demands of a rapidly growing
university community. It faces
this obligation with a serious lack
of funds, staff, ;1nd, in the near
;future, physi:eal facilities. The
limited book-purchasing funds
have been used tp increase the col·
lection, rather than to replace lost
materials.
The limited funds do not provide
for a staff large enough to allow
for the paging service that closed
stacks would require. As the li~
brary cannot afford to replace a
large number of lost materials
and it is not feasible to close the
stacks, it was our feeling that the
high rate of loss the co1lection undergoes must be reduced by enforcing security measures.
We commend the library stall'
for instituting the check-out pro·
cedures and urge everyone to cooperate. Moreover, we call upon
both faculty and students
1) to make themselves aware
of the financial disadvantage under which the library operates,
2) to recognize that an inadequate library restricts the academic quality of a university.
3) to voice the demand that the
library be granted sufficient financial support to enable it to function effectively in the University
community.
Lois Benham, Chairman,
Graduate Student
Council Library
Committee
QUESTIONS SDS
Dear Editor:
The recent outburst by the Students for a Democratic Society on
the responsibilities of the LOBO
editor raises some interesting
questions on the responsibiJity of
SDS.
SDS and/or its left-leaning
friends maintain that since the
LOBO is student owned, the editor
cannot speak out on important issues because the student body
may disagree. If the left at UNM
is sincere in. this belief why
wasn't it brought out one, two, or
even three years ago?
'rhe "liberal" element on campus has conveniently forgotten
that nllt so long ago when LOBO
editors were mote left-leaning
than Mr. Jansson the LOBO continually supported liberal causes
including opposition to the Viet
Nam. war.
l would like the SDS reaction
to the editorial by the then LOBO
editor Carrol Cttglc in the Nov.
18, 1964, issue in which he said
the University was denying civil
liberties by withholding recognitioi'l from the W.E.B. Dubois Club.
Or how :tbout Cagle's editorial in
the Mar. 24, 1965 issue in which
he said that the American peopl!•
were "supposed to accept U. s.
warmongering at the risk of being
called unpatriotic.''
During those years the L0130

was just as much student-owned
as it is now, but Cagle didn't conduct any campus pull before calling the United States a "warmonger". One wonders why SDS
or ACOHR or some other liberal
group didn't jump' on M;r. Cagle
for "abusing the freedom of the
press," assuming they are sin·
cere.
The present position of SDS
and its friends raises the disturbing question: arc they re:~lly in
favo1· of a democratic society and
all that implies, including freedom of the press, or is it their
view that f1·eedom of the press
is to be allowed only when it conforms to the views of SDS 2
John T. Hughes
SUPPORTS LOBO'S STAND
Dear Sir:
On Oct. 21 the LOBO was cor-rect in defending editor Jim Jansson's right to declare the LOBO
in support of the war in Viet
Nam, and Jansson was right in
projecting that support. What he
wrote was a joy and a relief to
probably thousands of 'Students
like me, who .have wondered what
the LOBO's position regarding
the war might be.
Now, in line with the LOBO's
announced position, can the LOBO
hereafter please give less space
to SDS activity and propaganda?
Because of the big spread SDS
has. gotten since semester began,
ordmary-but very intcrestingUNM student enterprises, and
UNM-sponsored entertainment,
have not had nearly enough before-the-fact publicity. I am
thinking of the recent poorly-attended chamber music concert
(the one that bad to compete with
the Queen contest) and the
poorly-attended "Soul of Jazz"
review.
And does the LOBO have to
buy the Arthur Hoppe's 1000 per
cent anti-administration stuff? It
isn't funny, and it's a really deplorable substitute for student
writing like the "From the left"
and "From the right'' we had
last year.
And does the LOBO have to
give so much space to the
weighted, wordy stuff it collects
fro.m by-line writers like Roger
Rapport (Collegiate Press Service) who, in his piece published
in the Oct. 21 LOBO, referred to
"Bob Thomas's hopes of "organizing his fellow Americans '1 11
What "fellow Americans?"
"Bob Thomas" bas none, now.
Jim Jansson should reply to
that news-service column, with
special attention to the identity of
"Tony Hyde" and his "fellow em•
ployees," whoever and wherever
they may be. He should research
that alleged "long-standing pact
between the U.S. and Canadian
governments." He should find out
whether or not "Bob Thomas" and
the "estimated 20()0 U.S. citizens"
who have moved to Canada have
renounced their U.S. citizenship
and applied for Canadian citizenship. He should suggest his own
explanation of "Bob Thomas's"
impliedly-commendable wish to
"preserve anon)'mity.''
We'd like it if there might be
LOBO editorial comment on "Bob
Thomas's allegation that "no one
has the right to tell me to drop
napalm on people.''
Congress has that right.
Frances Lenk
P.S. I hate to say so, but the impression we teally have of the
LOBO so far this year is that it
is rah! rah! pro-SDS, pro-Sclinger, pro-Schmidt, pro-Viet Cong,
pro-Communism; but that all of
a sudden the LOBO has realized
that UNM is a state-supported
institution, and that our statutes
specifically punish pro-Commie
pushes.
Say it isn't so!
(Editor's Note: lt isn't so.)
~

MARKED AS PltO-LOBO
Dear 1.-0BO:
It was nice to see someone besides myscl{ question the seem~
ingly ~<pseudo-objectivity" of the
SDS sponsored ·forums, and soulsessions.
This roun1l, mark me 1lown
I•ro-LOBO.
Jardy S. Jones
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JOSEPH MILENSKI is shown he;re receiving his passes to Don
Pancho's for his correct guess of the total score of the Wyoming·
Lobo football game. Ed Lowrance, Don Pancho's manager, presented the free passes last night. (LOBO I>hoto by Pawley)

Delta Tau chapte~· of Alpha Phi
Omega National Service Fraternity t<t UNM will be one of 52
chapters to he listed as "Pacesetters" in the national APO
magazine this month.
One of the most active organh:ations at UNM, Delta Tau chapter was chosen as a "Pacesetter"
in recognition for its methods in
building membership and upgrading its chapter program.
A Phi O's main sel'vice and
money-making project at UNM is
the coat check located in the
Union. Each year they place luminarim; on canwus buildings at
Homecoming and Fiesta; they aid
the Alumni Office and the Activities Centm· in placing posters,
ushering at campus events, running the coat check at dances,
and conducting campus tours.

'Glamour' to Seek
Best. Dressed Gal
A search fo~· the best-dressed
girl at UNM is underway.
Theta Sigma Phi, women's
journalism honorary, is sponsor
for Glamou1· Magazine's ''Best
Dressed Girl on Campus'' contest,
being held on campuses around
the country in an effot·t to select
the ten best-dressed college girls
to be part of Glamour's August,
1967, issue.
Nov, 2 Is Deadline
Deadline for entering the contest is Nov. 2. Any organization
on campus maY enter one or
more contestants. Entry blanks
at·e available in the Journalism
department office, room 216 of
the Journalism building. The
cntt·y fee is $5 a contestant.
There will be an elimination
ten Sunday, Nov. 1, and the :t'inal
judging will be in mid-December. The winner will be selected
hy 5 campus jud~cs on the basis
of poise, personality, make-up,
good-grooming, taste and economy in clothes.
Will :Model 3 Outfits
Each entrant will, in the final
judging, model three outfitscampus dress, street dress, and
evening or cocktail dress.
If a girl f1•om UNM is chosen
one of the ten best-dressed in
the country, she will be flown
by Glamour to New York in June
and ·photographed for the August
issue of the magazine.

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS
SHE LIKES TO GO

FORMAU
SIMON'S RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

Interested
In A Career
In

RET AIL STORE
MANAGEMENT?
'l'he W. T. Gl·ant Company offers men an intc1·csting
.and challenging opportunity in its :MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM to prepare for store management
and later executive positions in a rapidly expanding company, unusually high income potential, good starting
sala1·y. First assignment in or near your home town. Interviews on Thursday, Nov. 3. Register at your placement
office and request a copy of

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
"You can grow with the GROWING GRANT CO."
MEMBER.
~)' AMERICAN
OPPOSITE UNM MUSIC HALL, 2312 CENTRAl SE
~· GEM S~o::c~lE!:TY~--===========================

Hughes announces new
openings on the

TECHN\CAL STAFF.

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

in his first
full-lehgth

novel!

Assignments exist for Engineers
graduating in 1961 with B.S.,
M.S. and Ph.D degrees in
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
.......~ott'

SNOOPY

AND THE
RED
SARON

by Charles M. Schulz

It's a war story filled with
raw drama, romance, guts,
. and tears. And there's a pic·
ture of Snoopy on every

At HUGHES-FULLERTON, newly
awarded contracts have crcatdd assignments ranging from research to
hardware development and opera·
tiona! support of products ond systems in the f1eld. Our current activities
involve the advcmccd technologies of
phased-array frequency-scanning
radar systems, rcal·limc goncral.
purpose computers, displays, data
processing, satellite and surface communications systems, surfoce·la·air
missile systems, and tactical air weapons command/control systems.
For additional information on the
opportunities offered ot HUGHESFULLERTON in Southern California~"
and fa arrange for a personal interview with our StafT representatives,
please conlacl your Caflngc Placement Offico or write: Mr. J. E. Tenney,
Member of tho Technical Stoff,
HUGHES-FUllERTON, P. 0. Box
3310, Ful!crton, California 9?634.

interviews
November 10

r------------------,
l HUGHES!
L------------------J
I

I

HIIC,tH •; AIHGRid f t.Of\olf>ANY

page,
$2 at. your college bookstore

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, lnc.

On~campus

An oqual opporlllnily omployor •• M & F /U.S. tilileriShip is required
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'Role·~ of High School Play' Topic of Talk
The key role of the higll school
plny in pronwting Ol' undermining
the theate1' will be examined by
the New Mexico Theater Guild
today when tbat group opens its
annual conference at UNM.
Edwin Snapp, chaiJ·nwn of the
UNM Drama Depm·tment, s;lid
the reason for examining high

school productions and theater
techniques is that "nothing so effectively and completely kills intel·est in thell ter as the bad high
school play," and thu t "nothing
C'an so effectively ere>~ te and stimulate interest in theater as the
good high school play,"

GroUilS Face Obstacles

Too often, Mr. Snapp says, high
school groups have to sb·ug·gle
tht·oug·h p1•octuctions with inndequnte equipment and in face of
administrative indifference.
"In muny cases, plays prese11ted
with no other objective than the
avowed purpose of raising money

fol' the senior prom," Snapp says.
In exploring way~> to alleviate
that problem tbe Guild hns invited Charlotte Day Mottel', an
experienced dranw teachet' in the
elementary tbrough upiversity
level and holdet• of ·n1any offices in
professional ~anizations, to dis-

cuss the subject and direct a workshop.
To Speak at Banquet
Miss Mottilr's talk tonight at
the conference banquet will be on
''Theater in
the
Secondary
Schools." She will conduct a directing clinic tomorrow morning.
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20 Men Pledged By Delta Sigma Pi

Halloween Movies
Suspenllil, t\lrror, ani! murder
are the themes for the Film Committee'!! special Halloween Shows,
Saturday &nd Sunday Oct. 29 and
30 in the Union Theater. The movies to be shown are "The Comedy
of Tel'rors" and .,The :Raven."
Admission :for this ·11pecial show
will be fifty cents. There will be
£our shows, one at 2 p.nl. and one
at 8 p.m. on both Saturd&Y and
Sunday.

Delta Sigm& Pi, professioal
business fraternity at UNM, ended
rush ~ctivities with 20 new
pledges,
They are Leon Smith, Carl
Guist, Eeed Buell, .Russell Morris,
Neil Morgan, Jack DeLong, Bob
Whorton, Lany Smith, Marty
Hernandez, :Richard Baker, Eric

Shrode, Don Bradley, John Switzer, Dave Hendry, Bob Cann,
Mark Epstein, Bill Posen, Eay
Colclzier, Dennis Brewer, and
George Hlousek.
Activite on the campus since
1949, the fraternity is headed by
Tom :Robertson, marketing senior
from Albuquerque.

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy
3100 Centro! Ave, E. at Richmond

· Visit our Recently expanded
Cord Room where you may browse and select
cards for any or all occasions
(UNM Student Credit Cards)
255·5581

Free Deliv"!ry ·

«~~~~~~~~

i
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THE KINGSTON TRIO WILL APPEAU at UNM to kick off the
1966 homecoming activities on Nov. 3. The trio includes (from
left) .John Stewart, Nick Reynolds, and Bob Shane. Their per·
formance in the Concert Hall on Tuesday is the first official acth··
ity of Homecoming, which will include the Beau Brummels, Sue
Raney and Nelson Riddle as entertainment.

U. Homecoming
Features Trio
A story that began in a college hangout near Stanford University a few years ago will add
another chapter Nov. 3 when the
Kingston Trio comes to UNM.
Appearing as a pre-Homecoming event, the trio will perform
at 8 IJ.m. in the Concert Hall of
the Fine Arts Cente1·. Tickets are
on sale at the Union booth from
11:30 to 4:30 Monday through
Friday; 6 to 8 p.m. Wednesday
and Fl'iday; and from 9:00 to
noon Satu1·day.
Discovered in 1958
The Gingston Trio was discovered by a San Francisco publicist

WennSie
18Jahre
oderalter
sind
und
• •

etntgermassen
mitlhrem

Deutsch
zurechtkommen,
dannsenden
Siediesen
Gutschein
•
etn.
Erkonnte
Ihnen
Vergnugen
und
vielleicht
sogar Nutzen
bringen!

Sanitone Professional
DRY CLEANING
pluJ

FAST two-way radio
Pick-up & Delivery

Call 243-5671 today!

in 1958 as they sang at the
"Cracked Pot" for little more
than p1·etzels and beer. Since then
they have recorded 21 albums
with eight being certified million-sellers.
Their first success was "Tom
Dooley" followed by such wellknown platters as "Tijuana Jail,"
"M. T. A.,•• ".Worried Man,"
"Where Have All the Flower!!
Gone?", "One More Town,"
"Greenback Dollar," 1'Reverend
Mr. Black,'' and "Desert Pete.''
They've Been Around
They have packed such night
spots as San Francisco's Purple
Onion and Hungry I and Chicago's Mr. Kelly's. Their llUccess numbers appearances on TV
with Milton Berle, Perry Como,
Dinah Shore, Patti Page and
Gat'Y Moore.
Not overlooking the college
audience, they have fitted campus
engagements into their busy
schedule. During the fall and
winter of 1958-59 they averaged
one college concert eve1·y two
days, including one at UNM
where they appeared in the old
Union.
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Garner Has License

Student Veterans

The Student Veter~n 'As!lociatlon will hold a Vetet·an'il Day
dinner 'Nov. 12 at Tiffany';;; in
Cerillos. All Veterans attending
UNM, and wives and dates, ave
invited.
A table will be set up in the
lobby of the Union to sell tickets
and all group officers will have
them as well. The cost will be
$2.50 a person.

UV ALDEJ,

Texas - Former
Vice President John Nance Garner may be the olde~;t man in the
counh·y with a deer hunting license. Garner will be 98 yea:rs old
on November 22. His son ~;aid at
their Uvalde, Texas, home last
week that his father h<td bought
his license ;~s usual, but added he
did not believe Garne~· would go
hunting this year.

'Problemwith your car?

---

Let us help you'Sine<! 1947'
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for the man who takes
his pipe seriously.
We've just perfected a completely new pipe mixtu~e. called
Luxembourg. Jt's for the man who has graduated from the
syrupy-sweet tobaccos. Blended from choice U.S., European,
Middle Eastern, African and Asilm leaf ... and subtly cnnched
with one of the rarc~t honeys in the world.
We'd like you to try a pack on us. How come?
We figure one pack is just about what it'll tuke to convince you
that it's the finest pipe mixture around.
After that, who knows ... you might make it your regular smoke.

BR:Ol'ifZE C.A>S'lC'INIG equipment newly received in tile art Depart·
ment from Mechanical Engineering is shown- here. On the far
left is the centrifugal blower to feed air to the melting .fu~nace,
in the middle. The encrusted pot llitting on the fu.rnaee hd 1s the
crucible which holds the bronze. The large grapphng tools on the
right a:e to hold the crucible when it is ready to pour at about
1950 degrees F. The rosebush is extra.

Art Department
Obtains Foundry

II

NOW OPEN

"II

U-CUE Billiards
Ladies FREE with an es·
cart - Monday, Oct. 31

thru our GRAND OPENING, Thursday, Nov. 3
Yo~r
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Dep\.l, 200 East 42nd Street, New Y<:>rk, N.Y. 10017
Please send me a free package of Luxembourg Pipe Mixture.
Name
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Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.
What did you do
when Joe (Boxqar).
Brkczpmluj was
kicked orr the
football team just
because he flunked
six out or tour of
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IT IS THE MOST popuiar sport in the world. It is viewed
by more spectators than any other sport in the world. The
sport is soccer and :for some reason the popularity of the
sport has been iagging in the United States.
·
However, soccer is making a real play for national attention and hopefully will soon be recognized as it should. The
sport is the national pastime for many countries in Central
America, ·South America, Europe, and Africa. Still it was
shunned by the International Olympic Committee year after
year until the last Olympic games.
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO we have one
of the finest soccer teams in the nation. Currently the UNM
team is ranked eighteenth in the country and soccer is the
most successful sport at the University as of this moment.
The time has come to push for soccer to become a fulltime
·collegiate sport, recognized as a regular conference sport and
played with a regular conference schedule similar to football. The UNM soccer club has taken the initiative to get out
and :fi:x: a schedule and get competition. They have also
formed an interschoolleague in the sport and have a spirited
competition artwug· themselves.
The LOBO supports all efforts to get soccer recognized as
a full-fledged NCAA sport and also the UNM soccer league
and soccer team in its efforts to get that well-deserved recognition.

JIMMY MOORE
3005 CENTRAL NE

f)

IN THE LOCAL evening paper (Oct. 25) there was a
column written by the sports editor of the paper Mr. Carlos
Salazar. It seems that parts of the column might have been
aimed at the LOBO and particularly the sports editor of the
LOBO. Mr. Salazar says: "There's no satisfaction in publishing a farciful word picture of the Lobos' failure. That's the
easy way out. Some of the fans who boasted long and loud
-and writers who smeared the ink too heavily in tb.e words
of praise following the Lobo's first two wins can take the
pressure off themselves by knocking the team and then saying 1'1 told you so."
The LOBO offers Mr. Salazar the following: The so-called
"easy way out" is not printing a farciful picture, rather the
easy way out is offering excuse after excuse as seen in his
paper following each game.
IF STAYING POPULAR with coaches and players is more
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important than reporting the bad along with the good Mr.
,,
I

I

Salazar has a good point, If the style of the article written
in the LOBO is in question then Mr. Salazer should read the
syndicated column of Jim Murray. The LOBO article is patterned after Mr. Murray's.
As we have said before, we will not offer excuses and we
refuse to employ Mr. Salazar's method of smoothing things
over and staying on everybody's good side.
-Jeff Dennard

Museum Publishes Christmas Cards
The University Art Museum is
again offering Christmas cards
for sale. These cards are published
in limited editions and arc reproduced from works in the Museum's Permanent Collection. The
price of the cards js 15e each and
quantity prices of $7.00 for 50,
$10.00 :for 75 and $12.00 for 100.
Faculty and staff members
interested in pul;'chasing these

•.• the derivations of Curiosity
SHOWS 7:15·9:00

Don Pancho's
ART TH!i:lloTRE lUOB <:ENTRAL S.E.

LOBO's Stand on Lobos Clarified

.ri •

is now envisioned, as all the hardBy BRIAN LEO
Next lo lobo Arts Cinem"
Because of the discontinuation ware is at hand for an efficient
of a course in the Department of bronze foundry.
mechanical engineering, and the
alert observation of Prof. Ronald
•
STARTS FRIDAY
Grow, the Art department now
has a :fully complete bronze foundry.
The story behind the acquisition unfortunately has no obivous
twists and turns, but is the result
of a number of purchases and developments through a few ye~rs.
In the first place, the kiln in
which
the
investments
(or
moulds) are prepared for the molten bronze has been a fixture in
the courtyard behind the Crafts
Annex for three years.
Last year a group of students
used a somewhat small furnace
to melt the bronze, working with
a shortage of tools and no defined work space or methods.
When the Shop Practices
Course in mechanical engineering
was discontinued last year, Pro£.
G:row began deliberations to gain
their large melting furnice and
For many years to eomc, there will be considerable controversy
extensive supply of hand tools.
Last week the equipment was deabout the revolutionary new film, "Tite Alley Cats," introduced
livered.
in 1966. Adult film fare reaches new heights in boldness and
Large Investment
The addition of this new merealislll; the screen gains a new freedom in sensualism and c.on·
dium to the range of means used
dor. In its graphic revelotio11 of unfettered emotions and in its
for sculpture in the art departdepiction of passion, "The Alley Cats" surpasses anything ]u:rement is interesting, incidentally,
because bronze casting is one of
tofore presented. Produced by !Iadley fl. ~louger,n1aku of "The D···· Gitl•"
the oldest of sculpture media. An
involvement with carefully organ•
ized processes and divisions of
labor, and post casting perloo's

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

'II!

Notional Billiard Chqmpion

A totally.: new concer-t in
motion picture sthnulation!

p----~----~-------------~I
~ P. LORILLARD COMPANY
I

11

Host

Direct frmn France ...

The Imported luxury pipe mixture

:1'I

)',
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Soccer Meeting
The soccer club rules commit;..
tee has been changed to 9 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 26.

Lobo Swim Tearn Listen to KUNM··
Is Talent Loaded .l.&M!if
Swimming coach Robert Barney has more than one nee up hi:;
sleeve. That personable young
man has more talent on this year's
squad than any other in the
school's history. For the first
time since the school too]r up the
sport it will be rcprl;l:;;ented by a
full 18-man team at the conference championships.
The 18 men who will be there
arc representative of enough tla·
ent to give perennial champ Utah
a good run for their money. At a
practice last week Barney gave
a optimi~;tic report on this year's
team. He points to Ralph Remington one of the top back-strokers
in- the nation in 1965, as the key
man in a number of events. Remington can swin any event on the
program with winning capabilities in all of them.
Veterans Perfprm
Although freshmen cannot be
used until after the first of the
year Barney is looking forward
to this year's first meet on Dec.
1 with the Air Force Academy.
With such veterans as John Jordan, John Mayhew, Rick Wettin,
Rick Bennett, Tom Hendrey, and
Carter Shillig all performing in
the same manner as last year the
University ahould have its finest
season in the water.
Barney said that the Lobos arc
capable of swimming the 400 yard
medley relay in under 3:40;0,
which would rank them in the top
nine in the nation in that event.
Bolstered by Me11ars
Bolstering the team with his
return to competition this year is
Tom Mellars, who was the best of
the bunch two seasons ago. If
Mellars can eome back after his
year's absence he could again
rank among the best in the nation in the butterfly event,
The Lobos have shown steady
improvement since Barney took

ovel' the reigns at UNM and this
season the improvement could
very easily move them into a
championship in the conference.

Mak~rs

of Hand Made,
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOW"

BY

RICHARD RODGERS
AND

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN lind
OCTOBER
Friday ................................. 28th
Saturday ...._...................... 29th
Sunday .............................. 30th

8:15 P.M.
ON STAGE
In The

MAGNIFICENTt NEW! UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

CONCERT HALL
Reserved Seats Now At U.N.M. Fine Arts Center
277-3122 Monday thru Saturday
&x Office Phone 277-812.1

A button-down in a basket weave.
(Something old, something new.)
This Arrow shirt gives you best of
both worlds. (1) A long-pointed
collar roll in the most authentic
tradition. (2) A husky-looking
basket weave that updates
ordinary oxford. For other
interesting features, check the
tapered body; back pleat and
back collar button. Lots of
stripes, solids and whites.
11
Sanforized" labeled. $5.00.
Bold New Breed from

..-.ARROW.~

opportunities
with

~~~~~!~~~~i~

A Substdiary

did majors?
you do,·Wallace
his
What
Uiddendorp?
And when the
school newspaper's
WALLACE MIDDENDORP SAT HERE
editors resigned in
protest bE!cause The Chancellor wouldn 1 t allow the
publication of certain salacious portions of
· - - - - - - - - . "Night In a Girl's Dormitory"
1111
you just sat, didn't you?
You've ~ade a mockery of your
life, Wallace Middendorp!
You 1 re a vegetable.
Protest, Wallace Middendorp.
Take a stand. Make a noise!
Or drink Sprite, the nois~ soft
drink.
Open a bottle of Sprite at
the next campus speak-out. Let
it r~zz and bubble to the
masses,
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitement.
Do these things, Wallace
M~ddendorp. Do these things,
and what b~g corporation ~s
go~ng to.hire you1

unique cards may do so during
Museum hours, 12 to 5 p.m. dally
except Monday, Saturday, and
Sunday.

247•4•l1A
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Soccer League Supported
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of Standord Oil Company (lndJand)

GEOPHYSICISTS
Senior and Graduate students with maiors in GEOLOGY,

ett···

PHYSICS, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING and MATHEMATICS
for petroleum exploration geophysicist positions. The geophysicist plays a vital role in Pan American's expanding
exploration program.

with Old Spice Lime

ARRANGE NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW

Precisely what things depends on what you have in
mind. Whatever it is, Old Spice LIME can help.
Its spicy, lime-spiked aroma is very persuasive. ; . but
so subtle, even the most wary woman is trapped
before she knows itl Worth trying? You bet it is l

NOVEMBER 2 AND 3 AT THE

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE PLACEMENT OFFICE

PAN AMERICAN
PETROLEUM CoDPORATJON

Old Spice LIME Cotogn~, After Shave; Gift Sets. By the makers of original Old Spice.

•
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SPORTS PAGE
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

Prolessor·
J. S. M. Moon asks:
Sq.ua d·:-s------:~~~1@lil~l@lll~@~!Illl@iil~l!l l l ~l; @l l;l; @l l;l; @lil;l:; @lil; l; ;@lil; :; l!i!Ii l; :;@lil~lliii!I~~~l

U. Soccer Teams
To Play Saturday

Buses Leave Johnson Gym

6:30-7: I0-7:50-8:30

t

·'·

Students and Faculty Invited

5, M, L

3.98

•

We're a vigorous business in a
booming field-communications.

first in fashion
81 winrock center

Our choice of jobs is vast and

attention!

varied. Each has particular re-

quiremE!nts for excellence.

You owe it
to yourself
to find out what
the Bell System
can offer you!

We need good people for management because of our policy
of promoting from within. You
move up at your own speed as
demonstrated by your individual
performance.
Promotions naturally go to those
who can successfully run their
jobs with minimum assistance,
deal effectively with people,
handle tough and unfamiliar
assignments- people who can
produce.

The Bell System companieswhere people find solutions to
exciting problems- are equal
opportunity employers.

DOWNTOWN • NOB HILL • WIIROCI
TAree flualitg Store11

all
co-eds
for the great
•
names 1n campus
fashions
shop jordan's
81 winrock center

We work in space •••

We want to meet those who have
done well- top half of their
class- and who expect to keep
on doing well. You owe it to
yourself to find out what kind of
a rewarding business or engineering career the Bell System
can offer you.

'

we gladly cash your checks . . .
and under the sea •••

90 Winrock Center-298-1831

Young Juniors!
HERE'S A GREAT
The following Bert System Companies will be on
the campus of

WAY FOR YOU

THE UNIVERS.ITY OF NEW MEXICO

TO LOOK

NOVEMBER 14, 1966

·u.s.
Pharmacy Seniors
Visiting Midwest

;>,

Aw,Prof •••
the answer's
on the tip of
your tongue.

Go ahead, take your pick of the
semester's zingiest 100% c;;otton
wide rib knits. Eac::h with long sleeve
and turtle nec::k styling. With slack,
skirts with anything they're great!
White, light blue, black, yellow.

ANHEUSER·BUSCH. INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

•

Dr. A. L. Kisch, assistant professor of medicine at UNM, has
received a three-year research
grant from the U.S. Public
Health Service tota1ing $87,961.
Dr. Kisch's project may well
yield further information on the
role played by viruses and certain chemical compounds in the
production .of cancerous changes
in cells of various rodent species.
Dr. Kisch hopes these experiments will lead to an increase in
the understanding of the mechanisms whereby viruses, X-rays,
and certain chemicals may change
normal cells into cancer cells.
This problem, he notes, is also
currently being studied intensively in many laboratories in the
and throughout the world.

••'-"-···"'''··

6:50-7:30-8:10-9:00

1

Prof. Kisch Is Given
Cancer Study Grant

......~·.. +.-· •• ·~

Buses Leave Winrock

by surprise

· SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (CPS)American telephone stock may be
on the rise again if Universities
followed Drury College's lead in
telephone classes.
An English course in contemporary literature at the Spring- ·
field, Mo., college will be given
via telephone this year. Several
novelists and poets will speak and
answer questions over an amplified telephone system. Among the
speakers will be John Knowles,
allthor of "A Separate Peace,"
Wright Morris, author of "Field
of Vision,'' and possibly Saul Bellow and John Updike.

Twenty UNM College of Pharmacy seniors are visiting in Indianapolis, Ind., and Chicago, III.,
to fulfill the requirement of Pharmacy 493, "Inspection Trip."
The trip is taken to familiarize
the students with the manulactur~
ing flrms of Eli Lilly and Co.
and. Abbott Laboratories. The students, along with instructor Gary
G, FergUlJ()n, are guests of the
two fll'Dis. The group lett in a
private railroad car on Oet. 16,

Free- Express Bus Service- Free

Stubb is taking HEc 308

Drury College Gives
Course by Telephone

Page ll

You'll collect them by
the dozens ... Penney's
Quick-tempo Knits!

at Winrock

)/

Eight teams of the UNM Soccer League began the fall season
of games Sunday on campus.
The games got underway at 2
p.m. with Latin American winning
their first game over Southwest
Soccer Club 2-0 at Coronado Field.
The Physical Education :Majors
lost their game to second-ranked
North American by a :score of
· 4-1. Zimmerman Field hosted a
close game, with Europe overcoming the Spartans 4-3. The Albuquerque Academy team defeated
first-ranked Africa 5-0.
Each team had a good turnout
of players showing growing enthusiasm in the league.
The standings, thus far in the
season, show a tie for first place
between Africa and Latin America, each having four points.
North America holds the second
position on the list with three
points, while the physical education majors are ranked third.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Wednesday Night Is
UNM Nigltt

"Gee, how come in a mass
society like ours a premium
beer gets to be the most
popular? How come?"

JERRY R0l!!HL, SAE quarterback, makes a desperate effort to bring his team to a scpring position in
last Friday's intramural championship between Pi Kappa Alpha and Sigma Alpha Epsilon. In spite of'
Roehl's determination and that of his team the Pikes swept to a 6-0 victory. (LOBO Phpto by Pawley)

:~i ght
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MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
THE WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
SANDIA CORPORATION

RIGHT NOW

and over the land •••
to provide the world's
finest communications

$10.99

SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW TODAVI

w...h

.

vo•nt

'"",.,
.....

Very "in" f Two-tone

wool hi~)Ster dress y.tith
swingy skirt and low~
slung belt. Bonded to

acetate tricot for perfed fitf Jr. Petite in
sizes $ to 13.

...

-'<>•'1<·-C>.~-~ ........ '(',,¥*t;"- ... b;tlt';•'a1l"".t~C\. .f'lo~-t:.::r.;...,~i-·-·

..

Go where the AtJtion is
in Velour Shirts

sl~lel ~~

(,o/15'

It's 'What's l1appening! Luxurious soft pile, imported all cotton .
velour brings casual'
comfort to active living. Has snug fitting,
I
.
ribbed cuffs and bottom. Fashion your leisure time around the
. plush comfort of V-elour. Select your favorites from a dozen
terrific colors ~~------~-------~---8 12

Y·Neck Veleur Sllirts $10
r11111e Neck Velour ·Shirts· $14

'-------------...-...----t._____________________
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Temporary Groups Will Need Charters
By BOB STOREY
Temporary campus organiizations such as those supporting
political candidates will have to
go through a chartering procedure to give them temporary status.
Associated Students Attorney
General Rick Bolton said that the
procedure would involve submitting a letter of intent stating the
proposed organization's purpose,
officers, and what the group pluns
to do,

Net Income Drop
Reported By GM
(Continued from page 1)
its not income dipped sharply in
the third quarter that ended September 30.
GM reported net income of
$91).5 million approximately onethird of its net income for the
same quarter last year. Earnings
were equal to 34 cents per share,
compared to 91 cents per shm·e
for the same quarter in 1965.
Company officials attributed the
lower income to va1•ious factors,
including a decrease in unit vol- ,
ume, particularly during a recent
changeover to new model production. In Detroit reports indicate
new car sales for the big-three
automakers .. , General Motors,
Ford and Chrysler . . . were down
11 per cent in the second 10 days
of October, as compared with the
same period in 1965. But sales
were up more than two percent
over sales for the first 10 days
of the months.

Bolten said that this letter was
to be given to Ken Gattas, Activities Advisor of the Union. Gattas
will serve in the function of the
administration and approve or reject the applications, Bolton said.
Upon approval of the applica- ·
tions the organization would receive privileges to use Union and
campus facilities at student rates
but would be allowed to exist for
a specific period of time,
Procedure Worked Out
The chal'tering procedure for
other campus organizations. was
worked out, said Bolton, between
the Dean of Students and the Student Affairs Committee. He added
that he would publish these rules
in the LOBO next Monday. Bolton
said that after publication of the
chal'tering 1•ules organizations
would have 15 days to apply for
recognition.

Bolton said that any application
for charter must go first to Gattas as the first step in the chartering process, and that groups must
complete this process each year.
Tutor~> Paid
Bolton is also working on establishing a campus tutoring program, He said that for the first
time these tutors may be paid
under the work-study program.
The letters have been sent out
to students who have applied to
be tutors asking them to sign up
in the Student aids office for the
work study program, said Bolton.
Bolton revealed that students
who have filed to become tutors
must now be approved by the
work-study program. He added
that there was a possibility of
being paid as much as $3 an hour.
Slow Starting
The Student Government on

Campus tutoring program has
been slow getting started because
of the delay in tutors being signed
and approved and because the
rooms assigned to the program in
the new library wing have not
been finished, Bolton said,
The tutoring program had been

• OVER AUDIENCE
NOISE
Your microphone is your link
with your audience. Choose
it with care. Shure Unidyne
microphones project your
voice over your instruments,
and over audience noise ...
YOU WILL BE HEARD. They
are used by many of the
world's most famous Rock 'n
Roll and Country 'n Western
groups. Shure Unidyne
microphones help put your
act across. Write: Shure
Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey
Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Complete Automotive Service
Speedo Expert

I

Fifty years ago we only made 'aeroplanes'.
(See what's happening now!)

.~#~,,
..,:.N

.

:/:\:~~
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Monday, October 31, 1966

CL~SSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 lme ad., 65c-4 times, S2.00. lnaertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
~nblltati9n to Room 159, Student PublleatJons Bn•ldlnl!'. Phone 277·4002 or 277-4102.

Bo~illg·Vt!rlo/

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER. sales & r~Pair. Speeial
rates to UNM stndenls on all mnchin<O
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typ.;
writer Serviee, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.

FOR SALE
1965 HONDA, Go e.e., like new, $200 with
helmet, Cnll 299·4102. 10/20-25.
TUXEDO, "After-Six," :purchased from
Sttombqct~, worn twi<!e, complete with
ttcre3sorJ£!9. $65.00. Second tuxedo in ..
clud<'d free. Call 298·4975. 10/21, 24, 26.
HI·l''t sygtem comtllete, $100. Heathkit FM
tuner, prc•amplifier, uri watt, nnd speak·
er l:!abi_net With tweeter. mid·rangc
wMfer speakers. Call Lt. Morgan, 2542088. 10/21, 24. 26, 31.
1~6~ YAMAHA, no c.c. Like new, $19u.
W1th helmet. Contact John I.ewis at the
Law School or at 20G~~ Madison NK
I0/26, 1112, a, 4.
.
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Boeing Supersonic·
Transport deslt:tt

Helicopter

_...
.

NASA !.tillar Orbiter

~iP'"'

Boeing 727 Trijet

""""'·"""-"·-

'64 IMPALA SS, 327 Cu. In.,. 4-•P~ed
R & H, factory air. $1450.00. 1220 Lostct
NE. 10/26

IJoeitrg 7J7 Twilt]et

Engineers & Scientists:

Campus Interviews, Thursday and Friday, November 10 and 11
. In 1916 The Boeing Company's career
was launched on the wings of a small sea·
plane.
top speed was 75 mph.
Now, half a century later, we can help
you launch your career in the dynamic en.•
vJronmentofjet~irplanes, spacecraft, missiles, rockets, helicopters, or even seacraft.
. Pick your spot in applied research, de•
sign, test, manufacturing, service or facilities engineering, or computer technology, You can become part of a Boeing

Its

program-in-being, at the leading edge of
Or you might want
to g~t m on th~ ground floor of a pioneermg new prOJect.
aerosp~ce technology,

. xo~'ll work i!l. small groups where
mltmttVe and. ab1hty get maximum exposure. And if you desire an advanced
degree and qualify, Boeing will help you
financially with its Graduate Study Program at leading universities and colleges
near company facilities.

Oft~n it wiV be sheer hurd work. But
we ~hmk Y,OU 11 want it that way when
you r~ help.m!,l to crea~e something t,~nique
whde buddmg a sohd career. Visrt your
~olleg~ plac,etnent oftlce and schedule an
!n tervrew wrth our representative . .Boeing
IS an equal opportunity employer.

..... BOEING

.•'XIslons:' Commercial Airplane • Mlss'lc &
lJ)
1 •
n,ormatuJit Systems • Sp
S
Transport • Verto/
Wi lr.f!Ce • llpersottlc
Scientific Research ~borat~~f:S • Also, lJoclng

.. t'
a
~ •n•r--------------------~~--~--------~--~--~.,
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Question: what do you call a
corny ear like this?
Answer: an ear ache.

No. 24
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Elections Kick Off
l-lomecoming 1966
The election of Homecoming Queen, her attendants,
h
an.d er court today begins
the week long stream of activities leading J,IP to the
game Saturday a~inst Colo-

said that the elections committee
would station students to aid
voters.
Ten Candidates
Candidates fo1· queen include
Julie, Archuleta, Ginia Arp, Leslie
Auld, Bobbye Bro\vn, Betty
Canoyer, Karen Cantrell, Judy
Cummings, Linka Corbin, Vicki
Dickinson, Cheryl Fossum, Mary
Ann l''rye, J o Garcia, Cissy King,
Fran M:ont-Eton, Kay Nation,
Michael Nieves, Marilyn Nylund,
Carol Roth, Dee Sirwinski, and
Hilda Steven.
The advantages of using tl1e
new machine as described by the
election committee were that the
machine would prevent the controvcrsy of disputed ballots bccause each ballot would be held
in order, and looked into thf.! machine after each ballot was cast.
System Is Flexible
The flexibility of the system is
also one of the advantages of this
new process. The machine and the
layout of the ballot can be
adapted to any form of election
or referendum and the votes can
be tabulated u.r.~e millui.l'S aftcl
the last vote is cast.
Bannerman exprc•ssed gratitudt• to the men of tht• UN.l\r Data
Pro('essing Center and its 1\ranal!l'r ,J:wl• lt't•ise. Tit• said that the
men in Data l'rol~esHing ~et up
the whelP proC"e~s and s<'i up the
layout for voting. In tlw future if
m:H'hinH; \Wl'<' PUI'l'ha,wd thesl?
>~ame nwn rould st•t up oth<'r e]t>('•

rado State University.
The polls opened this morning at 8 with UN.l\f students voting to pi<•k the top 10 <'anrliclatPs
from a slate of 2G.
X ew Maehines l'sed
Studpnts were to seleet their
three top choices for queen and
rate them one, two and three, by
using a new voting machine being used for the first time.
John Bannerman, Homecoming
I~lN~tions Chairman, said that the
new mat'hine is begining trit>d to
insure a virtually foolproof elcction. The new machine manufactun•d by IBM tabulates the vote
in seerery with no possibility of
tampering or changing the vote.
Any h·regularity would invaldate
the ballot.
May Buy Machines
The tifteeri machines wm·e horrowed from the Albuquerque l'ublie St'hooh;. Bannerman said that
if they prove tJUcce~sful Student
Governnwnt should Sl'riously eonsider buying some of these machines.
Ht• l~lllJ>hm;ized that stud('nh;
t'ould only vote for thrce eamlidatl•s from the original 20 and
that they would indicate thl.'ir
}H't•fN•enc<' in order one, two and tion~.
IGngston Trio To A ll(lear
th
~h~ layout. of the mal•hine
Other attradions for the homewould make it obvi<>us how the <'Oming week Ill'(' the appearanee
votes should be indil•ates,. but to <>f the Kingston Trio in coneert
:Jimina~<:_..~~nf~~i.O~l.I!?.n.ne_rm?~ __ :lt Jo~n~~~-~~~n:_Thursday at S,

and a Dance with the Beau Brummels on Friday in the Union. The
Homecoming dance to be held on
Saturday, Nov. 5 will feature
Nelson Riddle and his orchestra
and singer Sue .Raney in the
Union at 8 p.m.
Tickets for all of the Homecoming activities can be purchased at
the Union ticket booth. Tickets
fol' the Kingston Trio are $1.50
per }Jerson. Tickets for the dance
Friday night are $1.50 per person and tickets for the dance
Saturday are $3 a couple. A special package deal for the dances
can be bought for $5.

Ric! .. ~ Bclto::-., ..:\m:o~ir:.ted ~t~:,
dents Attorney General, told the
LOBO Sunday that he could see
no problem in chartering an antiViet Nam war group on campus.
"I'm not going to express my
opinion on the war in Viet Nam,
but if they are a group of UNM
studmtts witli paid enrollment I
sec no reason why they should be
denied a charter," Bolton said.
Bolton said that the decision he
makes regarding the chartering o£
the organization will be based on
the guidelines set down by student government legislation. "I'm
not going to base my judgment of

Caracas Coup Crushed
By United l'ress International
CARACAS, Venezuela - The
Venezuelan government reports
that an attempted coup against
President Raul Leoni was crushed
yesterday at a town 20 miles
southwest of Caracas. A rebel
lietuenant colonel in the army
was reported to have been killed.
Government sources said he attempted to Ol"ganizc a putscli
with national guard troops stationed in the town. It was the
first reported coup against Leoni, who took office in March of
1964.

Annual Pictures
MIRAGE class and Greek
pictures will be taken starting
tomorrow in Room 106 of the
Union.
All classes will be presented
this year, and anyone may have
his picture made on any of the
open days. They arc as follows:
Nov. 1, 2, 3, 8 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Nov. 9, 10 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Cost will be $1.50 a person.
You must have the money at
the time your picture is taken.
Senior men should wear dark
coats and dark long tics. Coats
and ties for the other classes
will also be appreciated.

MU Is In South Korea
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia
President Jollnson took off
from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
yesterday on his way to South
Korea. At a state dinner in Kuala Lumpur, the President warned Communist Red China that :it
is inviting danger by developing
nuclear weapons.
Anti-American demonstrations
in seven Malasian cities and in
neighboring Singapore were the
worst encountered on the PI·esident's Far Eastern trip. One demonstrator was killed outside the
U.S. Information library in Kuala Lumpur.

REPUBLICAN Uichard N
is greeted
at the
Civic Auditorium last Friday for a rally by
student .J can
Chowning. In his address, Nixon hit the 89th Congress for not
dealing with the issues of pries, crime, and peitce.

------

Bolton Predicts a Charter
For UNM Anti-War Group

News Roundup

WANT ADS

HELP WANTED
lS your wife busy 1 Can •he quallt:v so a
~ecreta,ry7 If so, have her eont11ct u•
!mmedu>.tely. Excellent s"'lary and worklltg hours. Call Barnhill AS!Oclat.s. Mrs.
Sears, 265-7766, 10/17·26,
PERSONALS
DANe~ with confiden~e. New cln&aes be·
ginmng soont You'_rc ordy steps away
from fun and popularity, Spceial arrangemenls tor organizations. cau now
• •• V, Meunier, 296·2223. 10/19·.26,

r

PROFESSIONAL ENTERTAINER
MICROPHONES

Dr. Calvin Depass of the economics department will be the
featured speaker at the meeting
of Latin American Desk being
held on Oct. 26, at 12:30 p.m.,
in room 250 of the Union.

SWAP
WILL trade 1 Year subscription to KI:tFM
Program guide for Nairobi Trio jazz rec: ...
ord Also trade spate time for fun time
with Party Time each Saturday 10:00
:p.m. Only on KHFM, 96.3 Me.
FOltRENT
FURNISHED room, suitable for student
W.alking distance from UNM. TV & xc~
ftlll'l!rtttor. Call 266·911n after 6 p.m. 209
Dartmouth SE.

II

UNIDYNE®

Ph. 256·1423

Latin American

\•

I

Dependable

Try Us For Proof
San Pedro & Central

EXICOLOBO

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

• OVER YOUR
INSTRUMENTS

Westinghpuse Talks
PITTSBURGH - The Electrical Workers Union has suggested
that a fact-finding board review
the latest contract offer by the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Westinghouse must still
come to terms with two unions;
The company and two other
unions agreed on a new contract
over the weekend.

••'

EW

·---· ..... ,._.---

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

6211 Central NE

promised two rooms in the new
library, he said, but because these
rooms were low on the priority
list they have not been completed
yet.
Bolton said that hopefully the
tutoring service will be in full
operation by ne;x:t semester,
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FAIRGROUNDS
SERVICE

Friendly

ect1on 0 ay

Stathe Nicholas Katzenbach protested the confinement of Ambassador Robinson Mcilvaine at the
embassy in Conakry.

Phe~her

tlwy P,"Pt a c1>art('r on thP

policy they intend to :follow," be

said.

Anticipates One Problem
The only problem which Bolton said he might possibly anticipate is that a temporary charte1•
might be applied for by the group.
In' tllis case the group would probably have to give him a more
definite date of termination than
the end of tile war, he said.
Dean of Students Harold Lavender said that he could see no
connection between the current attempt of a group to establish an
anti-war organization and the attempt of the W.E.B. DuBois club
to begin a branch on the UNM
campus two years ago. Lavender
said that "the expression of stuJents' interests through various
organizations is a very desirable
goal.''
Purposes Must Be Stated
The primary problem in connection with these student organizations is that the purposes of
the group must be honestly stated
by tllem, Lavender said. "If announced purposes correspond with

~~:=~~~~===:===:~

j

-0Policil Nab VC Band
SAIGON - In Saigon government police nabbed a Viet Cong
terrorist band which reportedly
intended to ravage the Capital
this week. The police confiscated
616 pounds of TNT which the
communist agents has planned
to use to wreck the city. Authorities said most of the buildings
in Saigon could be destroyed by
from 22 to 88 pounds of TNT.

-0-

u.s. Ambassador Held
WASHINGTON - The US
Tmbassador to Guinea has been
placed under house arrest. In
Washington, Undersecretary .of

Members of the G.l. Forum are shown here picketing the New
Mexico Education Association during its convention at UNM Past
'l'hursday and Friday. The pickets were demonstrating against
alleged segregation in publill schools at Loving near Carlsbad.
(LO.BO l'hoto by l'awley.)

r·

netual purposes, there can be no .
problem," Lavender said. He ad-

ded that any gl·oup desiring to
organize would come before the
various student governmental ·
structures before they reached
him.

SDS lists Ways
To Spur Debates
A speaker program to be set
up in the dorms was among suggestions discussed in a meeting
of Students for a Democratic Society last Wednesday night in the
Union.
Under this proposed program
students would be able to discuss
openly such questions as the war,
the draft, and campus issues.
•
SDS members stated that they
wanted to capture people's interest and not just hold discussions.
By Sponsoring these speaker
groups, they hope that students
will become more involved in issues of vital concern to everyone.
Could Extend Program
SDS also discussed the possibility of sponsoring such speaker
groups on other state campuses.
Nothing was decided definitely.
Other ways to stimulate inter·
est on student issues discussed hv
SDS were the taping of a pr~
gram on a local Spanish language
radio station. Radio station
KABQ, a bi-lingual radio station
operated in Albuquerque, has he·
come concerned over the number
of Spanish-American young meri' •
who have been drafted from Bernalillo County.
Would Bring Out Issues
By appearing on such a radio
station, SDS hopes to bring the
issues out into the open and educate more people on just what is
going on around them today.
Tom Singleton, spokesman for
SDS, said that information on any
definite action taken on these proposed items would be released
later.
SDS will sponsor Gail Schmidt,
write-in congressional candidate,
in the free speech area of the
Union this afternoon at 1 p.m.

